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Our new North Nature collection is inspired by historic camping traditions,
which were all about getting out, being at one with nature and enjoying
each other’s company.
It’s an updated take on the simple life with fabulous, comfortable tents
and matching accessories, made for life in the great outdoors.
The tones of our North Nature collection are rustic and fully in keeping
with the unique Nordic vibe.
The design is simple and Scandinavian, with clear references to Isabella’s
historic camping life.

MOMENT
300 NORTH

Moment 300 North is a modern, new interpretation of the classic tent. The asymmetric design
oozes nostalgia, but it is still the best solution
you will find today, providing oodles of s pace.
What’s more, an Isabella Moment 300 North can
actually serve as a tent for the whole family, as
there is plenty of room for everyone, sleeping six
if you add annexes to both sides.
Even though Isabella Moment 300 North offers
plenty of space when put up, it doesn’t take up

all that much space when packed away. And
as with other Isabella products, there is every
opportunity to upgrade it with a Cosy Corner II,
carpets or an Eclipse sun canopy, for example,
and a true Isabella tent also deserves a set of
Isabella furniture.
What’s more, you can get extra space for storage, etc., by extending your Moment 300 North
with Moment 300 North Extra Space, which zips
on to the back wall.

ECLIPSE FOR MOMENT 300 NORTH
ANNEX 250 SAND FOR
MOMENT 300 NORTH

MOMENT 300 NORTH EXTRA SPACE

Removable/fold-down panels: The tent
fronts can be rolled up.

c urtain set, 2 sleeping cabins, tent bag, pole
and peg bag including peg remover

MOMENT 300 NORTH &
MOMENT 180 NORTH

Special details: 2 large mosquito net
windows in the sides, sand-coloured roof with
print on the inside, durable PVC base with
Isaflex. 2 stable doors – one in the front and
one in the middle of the back wall, which can be
partially opened, if extra ventilation is required.
Moment 300 North has a unique inflow of light
and a full standing height, just like an awning.

Optional extras for assembly: Annex 250
Sand can be mounted on both ends, Moment
300 North Extra Space, Eclipse front sun canopy, Cosy Corner II, Isabella Carpet.

MATERIALS

Ground: 510 x 300 cm
Total weight incl. frame: 49 kg

CarbonX

CarbonX fibreglass frame with
Isafix locking clamp.

Isacryl

Isacryl particularly breathable
material 295 g /m2

295 g/m2

Supplied as standard with: Cube Creme
COLOURS
Tweed

Grey

MOMENT 180 NORTH
Moment 180 North is the smallest tent in
Isabella’s Moment range. Lightweight and
incredibly simple, it is a two-man tent that
consists of a top canopy and a bottom canopy.
Moment 180 North has a large side opening
that serves as the way in/out when the top
canopy is up, functioning almost like a mobile
shelter, which can quickly be put up and taken
down again, and taking up minimal space in the
car, on the motorcycle or in the boat.
To protect against mosquitoes and other
insects, the tent can be fully enclosed by
mosquito nets, without it seeming any less
open or pleasant inside. Moment 180 North has
small, practical storage pockets on the end
wall, where your mobile phone or torch can be
stored within easy reach.

The tent is put up – and held up – by means of
just three poles. To have the top canopy open, a
further two poles are required.
With Moment 180 North, Isabella is making a return to the tent as we used to know it. It bears all
the hallmarks of Isabella DNA, with the promise
of the feeling of freedom – “Feel Free”.
Moment 180 North is spot on when it comes to
the outdoor trend, with many people wishing
to be even more at one with nature, either as
simple overnight accommodation or just as a
cosy place to sleep in the garden. Isabella’s
years of experience and high quality are incorporated in all the details and materials. A good
choice if you want to discover – or rediscover –
nature at close range.

Special details: Base in durable PVC. Cabin
in cotton. The cabin has pockets for storage
and straps for hanging lamps.
Moment 180 North has two opening options
– one at the foot end and a large opening in
the side. Both openings have mosquito net
doors. The top canopy can be lifted at the
opening in the side to provide shade. This can
either be done by stretching the top canopy
out with guy ropes or with two poles. Moment 180 North has space for two people.
Comes as standard with: Isabella tent bag.
Ground: 180 x 240 cm
Total weight incl. frame: 18 kg.
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